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Our world seems to be full of never-ending conflicts 
in one way or another, which is surprising to me 

as history should have taught humans to behave in a 
more loving and positive manner towards each other. 
Maybe if we all learnt to practise the Lewis Method 
of Deep-Democracy, we could inch closer towards, 
“imagine all the people living life in peace,” as John 
Lennon asked us to do so many years ago.

What exactly is the Lewis Method of Deep-
Democracy, who created it and why?

The Lewis Method of Deep-Democracy is a practical 
five-step approach for working with groups and 
individuals. It is “democratic” because it emphasises 
that every voice matters and that decisions are 
wisest when majority and minority voices are both 
valued. It is “deep” because it extends communication 
between people beyond a rational discussion of ideas 
to work also with emotions, intuitions, attachments 
and patterns, supporting self-development and 
engagement processes that build community and 
connection.  

The Lewis Method of Deep-Democracy is based 
on Arnold Mindell’s Process Oriented Psychology. 
An American physicist and Jungian analyst, 
Mindell pioneered a highly innovative approach for 
understanding and working with individual and group 
dynamics, enabling powerful transformations to take 
place in a relatively short time.

In the early 1990s two of Mindell’s students, Sydney 
based Myrna Lewis and her late husband, Greg, 
began translating Mindell’s teachings for use in 
organisations within South Africa. 

“The strengths of the Lewis Method is that it sprang 
from the transition period of apartheid to democracy 
in South Africa. It has a message to many different 
cultures around the globe. To invent a method like 
this takes wisdom, courage and empathy,” said Poul 
Erik Christoffersen, Director of SP - The National 
Innovative Centre for General Education (Denmark).

Based in process-oriented psychology and developed 
in the tension-ridden context of post-apartheid South 
Africa, the Lewis Method of Deep-Democracy has 
been evolving and adapting to meet some of the 
most common challenges faced in any modern 
organisational or personal life. Its many applications 
are used today by leaders, managers, consultants, 
facilitators, coaches, family members, teachers and 
community activists.

The Method is distinguished from most other 
approaches for working with groups and individuals 
by its orientation towards tension and conflict. It 
recognises that when different voices come into 
conversation with each other, there will inevitably be 
differences of opinion. This is the gift of diversity and 
its challenge. The Lewis Method provides a structured 
way of leading people into tension and engaging with 
conflict, knowing that innovative solutions, sustainable 
decisions, wisdom and transformational growth lie in 
their exploration.

The Lewis Method is used in over 40 countries and 
has been used in the socio-political realm in regards 
to the Irish and Middle East conflicts as well as at the 
United Nations.

For more information visit: www.deep-democracy.net   

The Inspirational Lewis Method of 
Deep-Democracy
Elise Hawthorne

Myrna Lewis 
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You are in good hands

.

ndis.gov.au

Working with 
the NDIS

Your guide to being a registered NDIS provider

The National Disability Insurance Scheme 
(also called the NDIS) is a new way of 
providing disability support.
The NDIS will provide all 
Australians under the age of 
65 who have a permanent 
and signil!ant disabilit7 with 
the reasonable and ne!essar7 
supports the7 need to en(o7 
an ordinar7 life. 

The NDIS began with some 
trial sites around Australia 
from �ul7 ����. It will be rolled 
out graduall7 around the rest 
of Australia from � �ul7 ���6. 
The NDIS is being introdu!ed 
in stages around Australia 

to ensure it is su!!essful and 
sustainable. People who are 
eligible for NDIS support are 
!alled parti!ipants. 

	a!h parti!ipant has their 
own NDIS plan that identiles 
the out!omes the7 wish to 
a!hieveA the supports that will 
be funded b7 the NDIS and 
other supports the person 
re/uires. People with disabilit7 
will !hoose the providers 
the7 engage and !an !hange 
providers at an7 time.

Registered provider

You are in good hands

Consumer Directed Care

Contact

3 Saber Street Woollahra NSW 2025
PO BOX 647 Bondi Junction NSW 1355

North Shore
Room 2 / 177 Rosedale Street  
St Ives 2075 
Phone 9488 7100

The Burger Centre
(C�RCTVPGTUJKR�DGVYGGP�,GYKUJ%CTG�CPF�/QPVGſQTG�

120 King Street  
Randwick 2031  
Phone 8345 9147 

FirstCall JewishCare 1300 133 660  
E�ſTUVECNN"LGYKUJECTG�EQO�CW  W�YYY�LGYKUJECTG�EQO�CW 

;QW�ECP�HQNNQY�WU�QP�� � � ��������
,GYKUJ%CTG059�

,GYKUJ%CTG�CEMPQYNGFIGU�VJG�ſPCPEKCN�CUUKUVCPEG�QH�VJG�DGNQY�QTICPKUCVKQPU
The Commonwealth and New South Wales Governments

Jewish Communal Appeal
Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany

Chai Foundation
The generous people who have donated their time and money to JewishCare


